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Abstract—Recent demand for real time applications has given rise to a
need for Quality of Service (QoS) in the Internet. Differentiated Services
is one of such efforts currently pursued by IETF. Previous researchers
found unfairness in the DiffServ network. To solve the unfairness prob-
lem, we propose a new TSW based three color marker (ItswTCM) which
achieves proportional fair sharing of excess bandwidth among aggregates.
We have compared the fairness of our proposed ItswTCM marker with
srTCM, trTCM, and tswTCM. Results show that our proposed marker per-
forms better than the other three schemes for low to middle network pro-
vision level (

���������	���
); we believe this is the region where all well provi-

sioned network will operate. Results also show that our proposed marker
is not as sensitive to the number of flows as previous markers. We point
out that yellow packets play a significant role in achieving proportional
fair sharing of excess bandwidth among aggregates. We conclude that in
order to achieve proportional fair sharing of excess bandwidth, it is im-
portant to inject the right amount of yellow packets into the network.

Keywords—Differentiated Service Network (DiffServ), Fairness, Aggre-
gate Marker, Performance Evaluation, Quality of Service, Traffic Marker,
Time Slide Windows (TSW)

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet, based on the TCP protocol, has succeeded in
providing world wide data communication service for the past
few decades. However, Internet does not provide any Quality
of Service (QoS) guarantee to applications. With increasing
emergence of new service types, such as real-time audio/video
applications, there is an increasing demand for providing QoS
support in the Internet. Differentiated Services (DiffServ) net-
work [1], [2] is currently being developed by IETF to add QoS
to Internet without fundamental change to the current Inter-
net protocol. DiffServ relies on using the type-of-service bit
(TOS/DS) bit in the IP header to provide coarse-grained QoS
to applications. Unlike Integrated Service (IntServ) [3] which
has scalability problem in the core network, DiffServ avoids
the scalability issue by providing QoS guarantees to aggregates
rather than individual connections/flows.

DiffServ provides statistical QoS to a few predefined service
classes instead of providing guarantees to individual flows. It
provides service differentiation among traffic aggregates over a
long time scale. A DiffServ network achieves its service goals
by distinguishing between the edge and core network. It pushes
all complex tasks, such as administration, control, traffic clas-
sification, traffic monitoring, traffic marking etc., to the edge

network where per flow based schemes may be used. Traffic
passing through the edge network will be classified into dif-
ferent service classes and marked with different drop priorities
(such as In/Out packets). Core routers implement active queue
management schemes [4], [5], such as RED with In and Out
(RIO) [6], and provide service differentiation to the traffic ac-
cording to preassigned service classes and drop priorities car-
ried in the packet header. RIO-like schemes achieve this objec-
tive by dropping low priority packets earlier and with a much
higher probability than dropping high priority packets.

Many recent research results, both simulation based [7], [8],
[9] and modeling based [10], [11], [12], have shown that the
current DiffServ proposal has three types of fairness problems:
(a) fairness between TCP-friendly traffic and UDP like traffic,
(b) fair sharing of bandwidth among flows in an aggregate, (c)
fair sharing of excess network bandwidth among aggregates.
The fairness between TCP and UDP flows can be alleviated by
mapping them to different drop precedences [13], [8], by us-
ing separate queues, or by using per-flow marking schemes [8],
[14]. The fair sharing of flows in an aggregate can be achieved
using per-flow marking [14]. However, the authors are not
aware of any significant effort to solve the problem of fair shar-
ing of excess bandwidth among aggregates. The objective of
this paper is to propose techniques to solve the unfair sharing
of excess bandwidth among aggregates.

In this paper, we focus on the fair sharing of excess band-
width among aggregates. We first analyze the effect of ag-
gregate based marking schemes on the fair sharing of excess
bandwidth. We then propose an Improved Time Sliding Win-
dow (TSW) based Three Color Marker (ItswTCM). Our pro-
posed scheme is based on the following principles: (a) Protect-
ing well behaved senders (sending traffic according their ser-
vice contract), (b) punishing aggressive senders by assigning
their traffic to higher dropping precedence having high drop-
ping probability, (c) improving the proportional fair sharing of
the excess network bandwidth among aggregates. With propor-
tional fair sharing, we mean that the excess network bandwidth
should be shared among aggregates in proportion to their ser-
vice subscribing rate. This is important for larger service sub-
scribers.
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Our work differs from previous work in the sense that our
new marking scheme improves the proportional fair sharing of
the excess network bandwidth among aggregates. The contri-
butions of this paper are as follows:
 We propose an ItswTCM marker which can improve the pro-
portional fair sharing of the excess network bandwidth among
aggregates.
 We discuss design issues to address the fairness problems in
DiffServ networks.
 Using simulations, we show that our proposed marker can
alleviate the unfairness problem among aggregates for a large
range of network load, especially for middle load ( ������������
provision level).
 We compare fairness of our marker with other well known
marker schemes. Simulation results shown that our new
scheme achieves better fairness for most cases.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives
a brief introduction to some commonly used traffic markers.
Section III presents our proposed ItswTCM marking scheme.
In section IV, we present simulation results comparing fair-
ness of some previous proposed marking schemes with our new
scheme. Section V discusses design issues of fair aggregate
based markers, and the effect of parameter settings on our pro-
posed marker. Section VI concludes this paper.

II. TRAFFIC MARKER

In this section, we give a brief introduction to some com-
monly used traffic markers which are the most important
building blocks of a Diffserv edge router. A marker marks
the senders’s traffic according to its service profiles. Traffic
that conforms to the service profile will be marked with low
dropping priority and will receive better service, while non-
conformant part of the traffic will be marked with high drop
priority and receive a best effort service. Based on the mecha-
nism used to check the conformity of the traffic, traffic markers
can be classified into two broad categories: token bucket based
markers and average rate estimator based markers.

Token bucket based markers have been used in many stud-
ies [7], [15], [16], [17], [12]. These use one or more token
buckets to measure the sending traffic. A single token bucket
marker is very easy to implement; an arriving packet is marked
as In-profile if there is token in the bucket, otherwise, it is
marked as Out-profile. To improve the fair sharing of excess
bandwidth between adaptive and non-adaptive traffic inside an
Assured Forwarding (AF) class [13], single rate three color
marker (srTCM) and two rate three color marker (trTCM) have
been proposed [15], [16]. For the three color marking scheme,
two token buckets are used: one is to hold green tokens, the
other to hold yellow tokens. When a packet arrives, it is marked
as green if both green and yellow tokens are available; it is
marked as yellow if only yellow tokens are available, other-
wise, it is marked as red [15], [16]. The number of tokens in
the bucket is reduced by the number of used tokens. These
schemes are easy to implement.

Average rate estimator based markers use average rate es-

           avg-rate = Estimated Avg Traffic Sending Rate
           if (avg-rate <= CIR)
                   the packet is marked as green;
           else if (avg-rate <= PIR) AND (avg-rate > CIR)

calculate P0 = 
(avg-rate - CIR)

avg-rate
                   with probability P0 the packet is marked as yellow;
                   with probability (1-P0) the packet is marked as green;
           else

calculate P1 = 
(avg-rate - PIR)

avg-rate

calculate P2 = 
(PIR - CIR)

avg-rate
                   with probability P1 the packet is marked as red;
                   with probability P2 the packet is marked as yellow;
                   with probability (1-(P1+P2)) the packet is marked as green;

Fig. 1. Marking algorithm for the tswTCM marker

timating algorithm to estimate the rate of individual flows or
aggregated flows. The most common rate estimating algorithm
used in such markers is the Time Sliding Window (TSW) algo-
rithm [6]. To take advantage of three color marking, TSW based
three color marker (tswTCM) has been proposed recently [18].
For tswTCM, whenever a packet arrives, the marker calculates
the estimated arrival rate. If the estimated arrival rate is less
than the Committed Information Rate (CIR), arriving packets
are marked as green; otherwise, they are marked as green, yel-
low or red according to a calculated probability as shown in
Fig. 1. We will discuss fairness of this marker in the next sec-
tion.

III. PROPOSEDMARKER

In this section, we list the notations used in this paper, ana-
lyze the shortcomings of previous marker algorithms, and then
present our proposed marking algorithm along with its advan-
tages over previous algorithms.

A. Notations

1. MSS = TCP’s Maximum Segment Size.
2. RTT = Round Trip Time of a TCP connection.
3. CIR = Committed Information Rate, is the contracted av-
erage sending rate. In srTCM and trTCM, it is used as green
token arriving rate.
4. PIR = Peak Information Rate, is the maximum contracted
sending rate. In trTCM scheme, it is used as the yellow token
bucket size.
5. CBS = Committed Burst Size, is the contracted traffic burst
size. In srTCM and trTCM, it is used as the green token bucket
size.
6. EBS = Excess Burst Size, is the excess token bucket (used to
hold excess tokens) size in the srTCM scheme.
7. PBS = Peak Burst Size, is the yellow token bucket size in the
trTCM scheme.

B. Analysis of Unfairness of Previous Algorithms

As thoroughly analyzed in our previous work [12] (and to
some extent in [7], [8], [9]), unfairness exists in the sharing
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of excess network bandwidth among traffic aggregates. It was
found that the excess bandwidth in the core network is shared
among flows instead of aggregates, and DiffServ tends to favor
small service subscribers. There are mainly two reasons for
this: One is due to the TCP congestion algorithm, and the other
is that the marker only marks the green packets according to
their committed information rate (CIR), while the marking of
yellow and red packets has little to do with their CIR. Green
packets correspond to the traffic that commit to their service
profile, and enjoy high priority in the core network; yellow
packets have lower priority; and red packets have the lowest
priority. While the service rate is ensured by the green packets,
the excess network bandwidth at the core network is acquired
by yellow or red packets. Marking the yellow and red packets
of aggregates without considering their service profiles leads to
unfairness among traffic aggregates (i.e., service subscribers).

From the above observatrions, let’s look at the marking of
yellow and red packets in the tswTCM scheme, and discuss its
unfairness problem in sharing of excess bandwidth among ag-
gregates. The tswTCM algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. For traffic
rate less than ���� , all packets are marked as green packets,
no packets are marked yellow or red. For traffic rate greater
than ����� , portion of the traffic less than ����� will be marked
as green, the remaining portion of the traffic will be marked
as yellow or red according to a calculated probability as given
below.

For ���� ����� �"!$#%�� , yellow packets marking probability
will decrease with an increase in the sending rate, and the red
packets marking probability will increase with an increase in
the sending rate; this will help to punish the aggressive sender.
However, note that, for �����'&(���� ����� �*)(#%��� , the yel-
low packet marking probability is proportional to the excess
bandwidth defined by this aggregate rather than the service rate
( ����� ) of this aggregate.

The above behavior is improper because it encourages the
aggressive senders in this region, and small service subscribers
or an aggregate with more flows usually benefit. The marking
probability of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 2, which plots the
marking probability versus ��� �+��� �-,-����� , where ���� ����� � is
the average sending rate of an aggregate measured by the TSW
algorithm. In this figure, the overall drop precedence is defined
as: .0/214365�7	8 8:9�;<.=>1?3A@B8DCECGFIHJ;K.�LM1?3N7	8 O , where, .P/ , .�= and .�L
represent three drop precedence levels, and 3 5�7Q8 8 9 , 3 @B8:CECRFSH and3 7	8 O represent the marking probabilities of the Green, Yellow
and Red packets respectively. The figure shows that for #%���T&U 1V���� , marking of packets as yellow is rare.

C. The Proposed Marker ItswTCM Algorithm

To alleviate unfair sharing of excess bandwidth among ag-
gregates, in this paper, we propose the Improved TSW based
Three Color Marker scheme (ItswTCM) as shown in Fig. 3.
The basic idea is to allow an aggregate to inject yellow pack-
ets in proportion to their CIR. This means a large service sub-
scriber will be able to inject more yellow packets than small
service subscribers.
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Fig. 2. Marking probability and overall drop precedence of the tswTCM algo-
rithm

In the proposed scheme, if ���� ����� �W&X����� , all packets
are marked as green with no yellow or red packets; this help to
guarantee the service rate. When �����Y&W���Z� ���� �[&]\Z1P���� ,
all packets are marked as yellow. When ���Z� ����� �^!_\`1V����� ,

packets are marked as yellow with probability aKb cSdfe	gh�i 5 7 h	j 8�k =
,

and the rest of traffic are marked as red. Note that the proba-
bility of marking yellow packets is proportional to their service
rate ( ����� ); this helps to achieve better proportional fair shar-
ing of excess bandwidth. The quadratic term in the probability
calculation punishes aggressive senders once their rates exceed\l1m����� . The marking probability of our proposed scheme is
shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that, in contrast to previous algo-
rithms, yellow packets are marked in proportion to their CIR.

In our proposed marker, no packet from an aggregate is
marked as green when the rate of that aggregate exceeds its����� . Note that previous marking schemes mark a portion of
the excess traffic to green when the traffic rate exceeds its ���� .
However, ���� ����� �n!o����� implies that the source is sending
traffic in excess of its service rate and the network has excess
bandwidth; it is therefore not very critical whether the through-
put is realized by green or yellow packets. Furthermore, our
proposed marker has following benefits over previous markers:
 It provides a strong incentive for sources to obey their service
contracts. If they send traffic exceeding their service rate, all
their traffic will be marked as yellow or red (no more green
traffic as in previous algorithms). Senders have to face possible
service quality degradation, such as excess traffic marked as
yellow packets suffering more delay.
 It will help to protect TCP-friendly traffic from UDP-like
traffic. In the proposed scheme, all UDP-like traffic will be
marked as yellow if it does not obey its traffic profile. UDP-
like traffic may therefore suffer higher drop probability in the
case of network congestion. TCP-friendly sources can respond
to congestion by reducing their rate and obtain their desired
service by getting all their packets marked as green.

In the next section, we will compare our proposed marker with
srTCM, trTCM and tswTCM in terms of fairness among aggre-
gates in a DiffServ network.
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           avg-rate = Estimated Avg Traffic Sending Rate
           c = a constant (c>1)
           if (avg-rate <= CIR)
                   the packet is marked as green;
           else if (avg-rate <= c*CIR)
                   the packet is marked as yellow;
           else

calculate P = 
c*CIR

avg-rate( )
2

                   with probability P the packet is marked as yellow;
                   with probability 1-P the packet is marked as red;

Fig. 3. Marking algorithm of the proposed ItswTCM marker.
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Fig. 4. Marking probability and overall drop precedence of improved tswTCM
algorithm

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

In this section, we will compare the fairness of our pro-
posed Improved TSW based Three Color Marker (ItswTCM)
with three of the previously proposed marking schemes: Single
Rate Three Color Marker (srTCM) [16], two rate Three Color
Marker(trTCM) [15], and TSW based Three Color Marker
(tswTCM) [18]. Simulations have been performed using the
ns-2 network simulator [19] together with DiffServ patch from
Nortel [20].

Figure 5 shows the simulation topology used in this study.
There are two groups of sources called aggregate 0 and aggre-
gate 1. Aggregate 0 sends traffic through edge router E0 to
destination D0, while aggregate 1 sends traffic through edge
router E1 to destination D1. Each aggregate contains a num-
ber of flows from different source nodes (S). E0 and E1 are
the edge routers responsible for monitoring and marking traffic
aggregates 0 and 1 respectively.

C1 is the core router which implements RIO. We use
the notation prq2sIt?sSu6v to represent minimum threshold, maxi-
mum threshold, and weight parameter respectively of a RED
queue [4]. The settings of the core router is p 0, 40, 0.2 v ,p 40, 80, 0.1 v and p 80, 120, 0.02 v for Red, Yellow and Green
packets respectively. We use TCP Reno in all the simula-
tions, and all TCP flows are long lived FTP applications withwTx>x<yYz|{ �Z� bytes and �~}�} y ��Z��� for both aggregates.

For srTCM and trTCM, token arrival rate is set to their CIRs
respectively. CBS is set to ��Z��Z� bytes. For srTCM, EBS is
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Fig. 5. Simulation topology.

set to ��Z�Z���1 z U ��� y ��Z��Z� bytes. For trTCM, PBS is set
to ��Z��Z� bytes, while PIR is set to 1.2 times CIR. The PIR for
tswTCM is also set to 1.2 times of the CIR. These settings sim-
ulate the case where a source has negotiated an average sending
rate of CIR with its peak sending rate which is at most

z U ���
of their ����� . The factor \ for ItswTCM is set to two, and the
effect of \ will be discussed in Section V.

We will study the fairness of four marking schemes in three
different cases. In all the cases, the CIR for aggregate 1 is fixed
at 1 Mbps, while the CIR for aggregate 0 increases from 1 Mbps
to 8 Mbps. This corresponds to the network going from a pro-
vision level of 20% to 90% (we define the provision level to be
the ratio of total provisioned bandwidth to the bandwidth of the
bottleneck link).

In this study, the fairness index (FI) [21] is defined as fol-
lows: � � y �D�_� q ��� =� 1�� � q � = (1)

where ��& � �n& z
, q � y 8:� b 8 � ��� h 9ZO	H � O j�� FQ� j�h�� 98 O`��@ h 5	5�7	8D5 h	j 8 �dfe	g FQ� h 5Q5�7	8D5 h	j 8 � ,

and
�

is the total number of aggregates under consideration (in
our case,

�'y U
). According to this definition, the closer the

fairness index is to one, the fairer is the distribution of the ex-
cess bandwidth between the aggregates. Note that in this paper,
we use proportional fair sharing rather than equal fair sharing.

A. Case 1: Aggregate 0 has 16 flows and aggregate 1 has 16
flows

In this case, aggregate 0 and aggregate 1 each has 16 flows.
This scenario illustrates how a small service subscriber and a
larger service subscriber, emitting the same number of flows,
competes for the excess bandwidth. Figure 6 shows the fairness
index versus provision level for the four marking schemes. We
see that our ItswTCM performs significantly better than oth-
ers for a large range of provision level, while the trTCM and
tswTCM perform slightly better than srTCM. Note that at the
high provision level (let’s say above � { � ), our scheme is worse
than trTCM and tswTCM. The main reason for the improved
performance of our marker is that both of the aggregates have
only green and yellow packets. Although yellow packets com-
pete for the excess bandwidth, the small service subscriber will
grab more of the excess bandwidth due to the fact that TCP
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Fig. 6. Fairness Index versus provision level, for aggregate 0(16 flows) and
aggregate 1(16 flows) case.
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Fig. 7. Fairness Index versus provision level, for aggregate 0(16 flows) and
aggregate 1(32 flows) case.

congestion control algorithm favors small flows [12], [7], [8],
[9]. This also applies to the two case discussed in Sections IV-
B and IV-C.

B. Case 2: Aggregate 0 has 16 flows and aggregate 1 has 32
flows

In this case, aggregate 0 and 1 has 16 and 32 flows respec-
tively. This case illustrates the sharing of excess bandwidth
between a small service subscriber emitting large number of
flows and a larger service subscriber emitting few flows. Figure
7 shows the fairness index versus provision level for the four
marking schemes. We see that our proposed marking scheme
achieves better fair share of the excess bandwidth than other
schemes for a large range of provision level. The worst one is
srTCM.

C. Case 3: Aggregate 0 has 32 flows and aggregate 1 has 16
flows

In this case, aggregate 0 has 32 flows, while aggregate 1 has
16 flows. This case corresponds to the sharing of excess band-
width between a small service subscriber emitting a small num-
ber of flows and a large service subscriber emitting a large num-
ber of flows. Figure 8 shows the fairness index versus provision
level for the four marking schemes. We see that our scheme
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Fig. 8. Fairness Index versus provision level, for aggregate 0(32 flows) and
aggregate 1(16 flows) case.

again performs better than other schemes in the
U �������-���

provision level. srTCM is still the worst choice. All schemes
performs better in this case than their corresponding ones in
the previous two cases given in Sections IV-A and IV-B. This
is because the larger profile aggregate 0 has more flows, and
therefore, it is easier to achieve the proportional sharing of the
excess bandwidth. As in Case 1, previous schemes perform
better than our proposed scheme for a high provision level.
However, it is expected that a typical network will be provi-
sioned below �Z��� provision level, in which case, our scheme
is better than all previous schemes in all ranges.

V. DISCUSSION

From the simulation results, we see that our proposed
ItswTCM scheme achieves better fairness than other schemes
for low to middle level of provision (say from

U ��� to � { � ).
By comparing Figs. 6, 7 and 8, we see that the shape of
the fairness curve for our proposed scheme does not change
much, while the curves change significantly for the other three
schemes. This means that our proposed scheme is not as sen-
sitive as other schemes to a change in the number of flows per
aggregate; its performance is mainly aggregate based.

Figure 9 shows the performance of our proposed ItswTCM
marker for different values of \ . It is seen that our proposed
scheme still can not achieve proportional fair sharing of ex-
cess bandwidth over the whole region. It achieves better per-
formance in terms of fair sharing in selected regions (depend
on value of \ ). Except for \ y�z

, we see that as \ decreases,
the fair sharing region moves from low provision level toward
high provision level. However, we see that the maximum value
of the fairness index in the region decreases as it moves to-
ward high provision level. This is because at a high provision
level, the packet drop probability is significantly higher than in
the low provision level. Because it costs significant amount of
time for the large profile aggregate to recover its sending rate
following a packet loss, the effect of dropping a packet is much
more serious for large profile aggregates than for small profile
aggregates.

It is interesting to have a closer look for \ yYz
. When \ yTz

,
the performance of our proposed scheme is similar to the worst
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Fig. 9. Effect of factor� to ItswTCM

scheme, srTCM. From the marking probability in Fig. 4 and
the ItswTCM algorithm in Fig. 3, we see that for \ y�z

, the
probability of marking a packet as yellow is small, i.e., most
of the traffic will be marked as either green or red. The result
emphasizes our earlier observation that yellow packets play a
very important role in realizing proportional fair sharing of ex-
cess bandwidth. This also explains why the tswTCM scheme
performs poorly with respect to fairness. From Fig. 2, we see
that for #%���Y& U 1>����� , marking of packets as yellow is rare.
Note that setting #%��� to about

U 1^���� is not a reasonable
service contract because #%��� is the peak information rate.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a new aggregate based marker
(ItswTCM) scheme to improve the fairness in the proportional
sharing of excess bandwidth between aggregates in DiffServ
network. The results from this work can be summarized as
follows:
 We proposed a new TSW based three color marker, ItswTCM.
It is an aggregate marker which is intended to achieve propor-
tional fair sharing of the excess bandwidth among aggregates
in a DiffServ network.
 We compared the fairness of our proposed ItswTCM marker
with srTCM, trTCM, and tswTCM. Simulation results show that
our proposed marker performs better than the other three mark-
ers for low to middle network provisioning level (

U ���*������� ).
We believe that all well provisioned networks will operate in
this region.
 Comparing the performance of our proposed marker under
different network conditions, we find that the ItswTCM marker
is not as sensitive to the number of flows in an aggregate as the
other three markers. Our scheme is mainly aggregate based.
 By studying the effect of parameter settings on the perfor-
mance of our marker, and the marking probability of our pro-
posed marker, we find that yellow packets play a significant
role in achieving proportional fair sharing of excess bandwidth
among aggregates. We conclude that in order to achieve pro-
portional fair sharing of excess bandwidth, it is important to
inject the right amount of yellow traffic into the network.
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